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we don’t need to
think more,
we need to think
different.

wh

~ Albert Einstein

FINISHING!

We all have needlepoint pieces that can be framed
and made into pillows and even 3-D stand-ups,
but how much wall space do we have?
How many pillows can fit on a sofa?
Not everything looks good as a stand-up.
Let’s start to “think outside the box” at how
needlepoint can be finished.
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AND MORE!

Amy’s Golden Strand

3808 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38122
phone: 901.458.6109
fax: 901.323.4701

e=MC2
COST:

$3600

If you always do
what you always did,
you will always get
what you always got.
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~ Albert Einstein

Amy’s

FINISHING

TALKING WITH VICKI PINSON
Through the years we have received many compliments on our unique needlepoint models,
but the credit goes to our wonderful finishers.
We thought you might like to learn a bit more about one of them.
Vikki Pinson, owner of Vikki’s Stuff (needlepoint finishing business) has been finishing needlepoint
into stockings, pillows, ornament, wall hangings, ottomans, stand ups, purses, hats and much
much more for 29 years. She actually started sewing as soon as she could hold a needle. At the
age of five she would sew things together by hand and by the time she was eight years old she
assembled a pair of shorts on a sewing machine. Sewing has been a part of her life for as long as
she can remember.

Vikki told me that she got into finishing needlepoint by answering an ad in the newspaper. Custom
Needlepoint Finishing (a needlepoint finishing shop in Austin, TX) advertised to fill a position for a
needlepoint finisher. The ad mentioned that if you were a good seamstress, they could train you
to finish needlepoint. Vikki was intrigued. She applied and got the job. Vikki eventuallly branched
out and started her own business, and since then has been finishing for both retail shops and
individuals.

Recently I sent a box full of my Singles
Club canvases to Vikki and told her
to finish them in any way she liked. I
encouraged her to think a little “out
of the box.” We are thrilled with the
results and excited to see what else
she might have in store for the rest of
our Singles Club canvases.
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Backyard Bunny
Rogue Needlepoint
$10415 canvas, guides, & thread

Spring Cottage

Rebecca Wood

$12390 canvas, guides, & thread

What
better
use
for
a
small bunny canvas than a
unique Easter Basket? What
a special gift for someone!

Vikki has a knack
for finding new
ideas for ornaments.
Here she made this
ornament into an adorable little purse.

Flag Flip-Flops

Nenah Stone

$11350 canvas, guides, & thread

Vikki made this ornament into a large
magnet for our Walker bag. Now
you can have one made for every
special holiday to keep you in the
spirit.
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Striped Bird House
Melissa Shirley
$14000 canvas, guides, & thread

This cute little birdhouse
ornament became an
adorable trinket box.
Perfect for our sewing
accoutrements or for collecting orts!

Tom the Turkey
Raymond Crawford
$10475canvas, guides, & thread

My turkey is a napkin
holder! What a fun
addition to our
Thanksgiving
table.

Beach Party Drink
Shelly Tribbey
$13425 canvas, guides, & thread

This drink coozie means you
can take your needlepoint
everywhere!
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Feet People- July
Ewe & Eye
$11875canvas, guides, & thread

This is a unique stand-up with
blingy suspenders and great
pizazz!

“Why Vikki?” you might ask. Over the years I
have seen Vikki design and create bird and
frog feet to use as stand up bases, make
hats out of needlepoint designs and
more unusual treatments, so I thought
she would be our girl for our Singles
Club projects. When I asked her how
she gets her inspiration for things like
the bottle coozie, she replied that
she is often inspired by the theme of
the needlepoint to find a practical
use for the piece. She likes finishing
to be useful, like the
birdhouse trinket
box, and leans
toward realism
even in her
more fanciful
finishes, like the
suspenders,
on the 4th of
July pants.

The band of this hat was a
canvas designed as a belt,
but Vikki came up with a
wonderful new finishing
idea for it.
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I was amazed when she
said that she never
sketches
anything
first, she
jumps in
and puts it together.
She confided that
she
never
uses
glue, so items can
be disassembled if
necessary without
damage to the
stitching.

I love the gusset
work
on
this
stocking.
More
space for more
gifts!

Nothing works up quickly
in the needlepoint finishing
world. Even after the ideas
and materials were in place,
it still took 8 hours to complete
the bottle coozie and the
same full day of work to finish
the trinket box. Not long ago
she put together an ottoman,
which took 3 days. I also
like that she can put initials,
messages, or the date on the
back of ornaments, pillows, and
stockings with machine embroidery.

This hat was
made from a
canvas originally
designed
as
an
ornament!
What a unique
and exciting way
to display all your
work.
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A few more finishing suggestions from Vikki...

How long does finishing usually take?

Finishing usually takes about 6 weeks, but having a “date needed” is always helpful.

Do I need to put extra rows of stitching around my design, and
if so, how much is needed?
Extra rows of stitching are not necessary, except if beads or French knots are right on
the edges. This is not standard though among finishers, so always safest to check with
the finisher before sending your canvas.

DO I NEED TO SEND CORDING?

All cording is made for each canvas. You can specify colors if wanting something
specific, if not, it will be the finishers choice.

DO I NEED TO SEND FABRIC?

Fabric does not need to be sent with needlepoint, unless canvas needs to match
sofa, chair, etc.

SHOULD I ADD THE CHARMS AND EMBELLISHMENTS TO MY CANVAS BEFORE
SENDING IT IN?
The finisher will add any charms or embellishments after the piece is assembled so
as not to damage during the finishing process. Send instructions on where it is to be
attached.

WHY IS there vast disperity in finishing prices?

Finishing prices are guidelines only. Pricing will increase with badly distorted canvases,
specific requests, etc.
If you would like to chat with Vikki about one of your special projects, you
can use the contact information below.

Vikki’s Stuff
Vikki Pinson
(512) 323-5420
Vikkipinson@yahoo.com
www.vikkisstuff.com
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What is a Singles Club?
These Clubs are not meeting places for dating, but they are a way of connecting with a
needlepoint companion.

JULY 4th CLUB A

Starting June 2016

(June, August, October)

Nenah Stone

$11350 Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Feet People- July
Ewe & Eye
$11875Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Independence Cake
DC Designs
TBA

Beach Party Drink
Shelly Tribbey
$13425 Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Mini Whale Beach Scene
Kate Dickerson
$9900 Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Flower Cottage
Tapestry Fair
TBA

Tom the Turkey
Raymond Crawford
$10475Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Feet People - November
Ewe & Eye
$11035Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads

Pumpkin Pear
Kelly Clark
TBA

Green Round

Juggling Santa
Kirk & Bradley
TBA

Christmas Sleigh
Alice Peterson
TBA

Flag Flip-Flops

SUMMER CLUB A

Starting July 2016

(July, September, November)

THANKSGIVING CLUB A

Starting August 2016

(August, October, December)

CHRISTMAS CLUB B

Starting December 2016

(December, February, April)

CanvasWorks

$9475 Kit includes canvas, guides, & threads
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SINGLES CLUB SINGLES!
Have you ever considered doing one of our singles club canvases,
but have not wanted to do the whole set?

Did you know that we offer Singles Club projects in SINGLES??? We do!!! Once a club is completed,
any project you see listed in any of our Singles Club Series may be ordered by itself rather than in a
set of three designs. We realize that you may not like all three of the designs we have chosen OR
you may already have one or two of them. Not a problem at all, just give us a call and let us know
which project you would like to order and we will take care of it from there. Club canvases currently
available in singles are shown below

Spring Cottage
Rebecca Wood
$12390canvas, guides, & thread

Striped Bird House
Melissa Shirley
$14000 canvas, guides, & thread

Backyard Bunny
Rogue Needlepoint
$10415 canvas, guides, & thread

Christmas Package
NeedleDeeva
$11975 canvas, guides, & thread

Candle Bell
Raymond Crawford
$12075 canvas, guides, & thread

Mistletoe Santa
Maggie Co.
$12600 canvas, guides, & thread

Singles club on facebook
participate for free shipping

You have seen all of Vikki’s unique finsihing ideas,
now we want to see what you come up with! There
are so many cute and clever ideas for finishing small
projects and one of the easiest ways to share them is
on Facebook. Post a photo of any Singles Club finished
project: ornament, tote bag, stand up, purse, photo
holder, album cover or another great idea on any
Facebook page AND “TAG” Amy’s Golden Strand or
Amy Bunger on Facebook and we will pay the shipping
for your next Singles Club Kit. Every post is eligible, not a
contest, just post those photos and we will pick up the
tab for the shipping of your next Singles Club Kit. Make
sure that you TAG us so we can keep track of who gets
the benefit.
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TWISTY STITCHES VOL. 2
by Michael Boren & Carol Lake

Michael Boren & Carole Lake are releasing another Twisty
Stitches Book (Volume 2) in Dallas (September 16 thru 18).
This wonderful “String Art for Needlepoint” book series takes
the mystery out of those twisted-looking stitches. The first
volume covered Amadeus through Jessica stitches and the
NEW VOLUME dives into Mistake Stitch through Walnetto. I
love the drama of
these stitches. Like
fancy architecture
on a cathedral,
they
give
a
beautiful flow and
lovely curve to
your needlepoint
designs. I can’t
wait to get my
next
installment
of Twisty Stitches.
Let us know if
you would like a
copy “right outta
the box” in late
September.

COST:

$5800

NEW CHOICES
While not exactly a new product, FireLine now comes in a
smaller reel of 15 yards. Smoke and Crystal.

COST:

$400
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STITCHING
AT the
BEACH?
Summer is the time a lot of us travel. Here
are a few helpful hints, if you decide to
stitch at the beach.
Sometimes too much light can be just
as difficult as not enough light when
studying your canvas design. Shading
can be washed out and some colors
painted in the same or similar intensity
can look like the same color (orange
& pink). Sunglasses present another
problem with seeing the painted design.
It is a good idea to really study your
canvas design indoors before taking it to
the beach. You may consider starting a
little patch over each color before you
go, or make notes on your thread tags.
Always carry a package of baby wipes
along. If your fingers have lotion or oil
on them, the threads/canvas can be
stained permanently. Keep your fingers
clean even without a sink and soap
handy!
Carry your threads in a zippered plastic
bag that has a gusset. Place a small heavy
object in the bag with your threads, like a
box of bar soap. The gusset bag will sit up
in the sand and the heavy
object will hold the bag
in place in case of a
puff of wind. You might
consider
keeping
the
zippered
bag “zipped” to
avoid unwanted
sand or critters
climbing in.

Beach Magnet
COST:
$1800

Amy’s

New PRODUCT
ULTRA SUEDE

Ultra Suede is super easy to use on needlepoint for some spectacular effects. It is easy to cut with
scissors and will not dull the blades of your good embroidery scissors if you happen to use those. It
has a bit of stretch so it will cover padding (if not too extreme) without cutting a larger piece.

COLORS AVAILABLE (left to right):
Aztec, Black Onyx, Camel, Coffee Bean, Fern, Moccasin, Scoundrel,
Soft Brownstone, Topiary, White

COST:

$800 /tube

If you want to cover
extreme padding, like the
boots on Frankenstein, cut
the piece of Ultra Suede
slightly larger than the
pattern area to allow for the
extra height.
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New PRODUCT
ULTRA SUEDE

If you pull the edges, you can get a little bit of a
ripple for leaves, flower petals, or even a bundle
of treasures on a camel’s back.

Use a small sharp needle, either a #24
or #26 Chenille needle will work well to
make tiny tacking stitches around the
edges to appliqué. Use a single strand
of cotton or silk floss in as close a color
match as you can find.
Because the Ultra Suede is so easy to
sew through, you can appliqué it to the
canvas and then embellish on top of
the Ultra Suede adding stitches, beads,
or Couching decorative thread or braid
around the edges.

The Mindy canvas on the right
is a good example. You could
appliqué the big black flower
with black Ultra Suede and then
bead or stitch the white dots on
top of the Ultra Suede.
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TIPS & TRICKS
APplique

The green gloves on this gardener are an ideal location to applique the new Ultra Suede. Here
are some tips for cutting out patterns for applique.
1. Make a photocopy of the design
area. Carefully cut out that
pattern, enlarging it if necessary to
accommodate padding.
2. Use a piece of Glad Press’n Seal®
sealing plastic wrap to adhere the
paper pattern to the Ultra Suede.
Put the pattern close to the edge or
corner to save as much Ultra Suede
as possible.
3. If you have multiple pattern pieces
to cut out that are similar in size and
shape, cut one at a time and either
appliqué them to the canvas as you
go or carefully mark each one noting
where they go.
4. Use a single strand of light-weight
thread (strand of floss or sewing
thread) in a very close color match in
a small sharp needle for your tacking
stitches. Your stitches should be small,
but not so small that they pull through
the Ultra Suede. 1/8” is a good rule of
thumb. You can anchor threads with
a knot in the end of the thread that
can be placed in the design area that
will be covered by the Ultra Suede.

Enjoy and experiment! Share all of your experiences with us and we
will try to include them in future newsletters.

Watering can Magnet
COST:
$1800
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MATCHING ACCESSORIES
NEW CANVASES & NEW MAGNETS

There are so many new and lovely canvases and magnets, please contact us if you are
looking for the perfect needleminder for your canvas, and we will help you to find it!
Rainbow Fish
by Colonial Needle
18m
3.25” R
$2750

$1800
$1800

Rain Boots & Flowers
by Alice Peterson Company
18m
10.25” x 13.75”
$18950
		 custom stitch guide

available soon!

$2000

$1400
Sunflowers in a Vase
by NeedleDeeva
18m
6” x 8”
$2000
$11050
comes with a stitch guide by
Cynthia Thomas
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$1800

American Flag
by NeedleDeeva
18m
7.5” x 5.75”
$6650

$2000

Amy’s

NEW CANVASES

LOOK at these amazing colors!
It appears that bright colors might be a new
trend in needlepoint design. Imagine the
possibilities with bold threads and creative
stitches. Think outside the box with these fun
new canvases.

Boho Orange Chair
by Lani
18m
9” x 9”
$15850

Birch
by Leigh
18m

10” x 10”
$18550
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Playdate
by Leigh
18m

10” x 10”
$18550

Amy’s

New guides
by amy bunger

Creepy and Kooky
by Rogue Needlepoint
18m
10” x 24”
Canvas		
$19600
Stitch guide
$15750
Thread Kit
$23625
Amy has filled the
background of this
canvas with her own
unique style!

Secret Place
by Purple Palm Designs
18m
14” x 9”

Canvas
Stitch guide
Thread Kit

$23800
$12250
$18725

guides coming soon
My Walk Home
by Purple Palm Designs
18m
10” x 24”
Canvas
$45100
Stitch guide
TBA
Thread Kit
TBA
Stitch guide by
Amy Bunger

Ravens Road
by Leigh
18m
6.5” x 7”
$9450
Canvas
Stitch guide
TBA
Thread Kit
TBA
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Stitch guide by
Lori Carter

Amy’s

NEW CANVASES
Quench your thirst

We featured Patricia Wakefield’s stitched Tab ornament
in our last newsletter and received so many inquiries, we
thought you would like to see what else is now available.

Individual DrinkS
COST:
$3600
Custom Coconut LaCroix ornament
stitched by Regina Tomyris

Dr. Pepper ornament
stitched by Andrea Lorenzo
TAB ornament
original designer unknown
if anyone knows who the designer is, please contact us
stitched by Patricia Wakefield
stitch guide by Janet Alter
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4-Way Blackwork
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Think
outside
the box!

20

Every stitch can live several lives.
This stitch might bring to mind the
lace pattern for a tablecloth,
but it also works effectively as
the wrinkly skin of an elephant.
When you study a stitch, look
at it or try stitching it in different
ways; change the size of the
thread used, use more than one
color in the pattern, or maybe
just change the pathway you
take to work the stitches. All of
these components work to alter
the appearance of a stitch.
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Work the stitches in the order they are
numbered. Take each stitch in the
direction of the arrow. This is only one
optional pathway to follow with this
stitch.
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Pumpkin Parade Pillow
by Melissa Shirley
stitched by Stephanie Cheney
stitch guide by Amy Bunger

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
project

Our friends at the Fox Chapter of the ANG
are really getting creative while they
play with stitches from Amy’s Cookbook
For Stitchers. This is the second Chapter
of this “a la carte” stitch book (sold by
the chapter) that the Fox Chapter has
used for fun projects and lessons. One
of their artful members designed this
flag canvas using two stitches (Trellis
with Double Upright Cross & Folding
Twill) out of Chapter 18 “Play It Again
Sam,” which was used as a favor at
their annual luncheon. My contact tells
me she is stitching ornaments for her
great nieces and nephews and that
many other members of the guild are
stitching samples using stitches from
Chapter 18. Now that is really “thinking
outside the box.”
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Mumtaj Mahal
designed by Tony Minieri
stitched by Patricia Wakefield
stitch guide by Tony Minieri

Wright Friends
designed by Tony Minieri
stitched by Patricia Wakefield
stitch guide by Tony Minieri

4th of July Stars
by Cindy from Barbara’s Needlepoint
stitched by Patricia Wakefield
finishing by Barbara’s Needlepoint
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